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A
s you mull over that question, we can
predict that there will be a similar
range of responses frommost agents.

Answers will range from “well sort of,” to “of
course ... I think,” to “er, not really”.
So how can you demonstrate your

expertise over and above your initial valuation
meeting with your client? Indeed, how can
you demonstrate your expertise to get that
meeting in the first place?

A tried-and-tested method of
winning new business
A powerful model, followed eagerly by the
likes of Savills, Knight Frank and a fast-
growing number of other agents is to use
data analysis to prove local expertise. These
agents buy into the ethos that if they are
regularly providing useful, informative and
intelligent content to their clients, they will
enhance their profile, create a conversation
with their customers and have a much better
chance of being instructed in the future.
Savills has adhered to this approach to such
an extent that they have 25 people doing
nothing but analysing the property market.
And it works ... Savills is associated with being

Data analysis ticks many
marketing boxes
Market intelligence is also extremely
versatile when used for marketing
purposes. There is plenty of evidence
to suggest that you need to achieve at
least seven ‘touchpoints’ with clients
before they consider instructing you.
Data analysis can help you not only
achieve many of these but add a lot
more localised relevance to what you do.
Here are some examples below:

Email marketing:
Send your clients monthly market
updates that will be relevant and
interesting for them to read.

Online content:
Enhance your SEO and improve the
user experience on your website
by including detailed local market
analytics and regularly adding articles
and interesting content.

Print:
Add extra oomph to your flyers
or newsletters by leading with a
compelling local stat or including
local market round-ups.

Social media:
Make your social media work harder
by regularly posting fascinating local
market insights.

Blogs:
Add substance, relevance and depth
to your blogs by exploring trends in
the market through data analysis.

Press articles/sponsored local
stats sections:

Write dynamic and in-depth articles
for your local paper or sponsor a local
market insight section.

Presentations and pitches:
Make your next pitch to developers,
landowners, or landlords work much
harder with clever analytical and
demographic content from data
analysis.

a high-end and sophisticated brand and is
one of the first agents that comes to mind,
particularly for higher-end properties.
And it’s not only in relation to getting

the next instruction that the use of market
intelligence can be transformational.
Embracing data analysis across your company
will empower staff to have more informed
and interesting conversations with clients.
And being able to physically as well as verbally
demonstrate that you know your stuff will go
down very well with other relevant parties too.
Showing your in-depth knowledge of the

local market, as well as your credentials,
could massively boost your next pitch to
a developer or landowner. Investors and
landlords could also be more likely to use
your agency if they are reassured that you
understand all of the dynamics of the local
sales and rental market.

Get creative with data
When you hear the words ‘data analysis’ you
could be forgiven for thinking of spreadsheets
and bar charts and geeks crunching numbers.
And yes, that is often where it all starts (minus
the geeks!), but is certainly not where it finishes.

Data can be incredibly creative when brought
to life in the right way. Skilful property market
analysts create stories and angles and can
include infographics and illustrated statistics.

This is a good
example of data

done well

The value of dataanalysis or
‘The value of proving your expertise’
As an agent you know your market well. However, do you demonstrate expertise
to your clients on a daily basis? Rory Black, Director of Dataloft, takes a look.


